WHITE PAPER:
Eureka! A Better Way to Raise Capital
and Explore Financing Alternatives
Abstract: What’s the old saying, “Adversity brings innovation”? As the financial markets began to unravel last year,
many financial institutions stopped making new investments, and those that were lending and investing were constantly
changing their investment parameters. In order to give clients (and ourselves) peace of mind, we reengineered our
approach to capital raising and found not only a solution for a challenging market, but a process that likely works best in
any market.
Author: Chris Risey, President, Lantern Capital Advisors, Atlanta

The Traditional Way—”Jump Right In!”
When it comes to financial planning and capital raising, most companies simply ‘jump right in.’ Meaning, the CEO, CFO, or fi‐
nancial advisor starts the financial planning process by writing a business plan. Once the plan is complete, they contact prospec‐
tive investors or lenders, and provide the business plan as written support for their request. But regardless of whether done in‐
ternally or with a financial advisor, the process is basically the same.

Overview of Typical Process
Develop Business Plan
(4 Weeks)

•Draft Business Plan
•Create Financial Projections
•Identify Capital Need

Contact Institutions
(4‐8 weeks)

Make Decision & Close
(2‐6 weeks)

•Distribute Numerous Plans
•Have Meetings
•Get Feedback
•Get Proposals

The major shortcoming with this process is that companies
must devote significant resources, time and effort before
getting any initial feedback on their two most basic ques‐
tions: Is financing available to us? If so, what would be the gen‐
eral terms? As a result, the process can be very inefficient
and companies can make poor decisions because they run
out of time or get fatigued. Some financial advisors and
investments banks play on this shortcoming by giving cli‐
ents optimistic expectations on the front end only to deliver
far less favorable financing alternatives later. Unfortu‐
nately, it’s not that easy for companies to walk away, be‐
cause they have already committed significant time and
resources and the advisor likely has a two year exclusivity
period, which allows the advisor to collect their fee should
the company raise any capital during that period even if
done on their own or with another advisor.

A New Challenge Emerges
As the financial markets began to unravel late in the sum‐
mer of 2008, many financial institutions stopped funding

•Is financing available?
•What are the terms?
•Do we proceed?

investments. This impacted all companies including those
that would have easily received funding (and lots of it)
only a short time earlier. The pressing challenge then be‐
came how to help companies quickly answer those key
questions (Is financing available and at what terms?) with any
level of specificity or certainty.

Creating A New Approach
In order to bring added peace of mind to our clients (and
our own people!), we decided to reengineer the typical
capital raising process. In short, we wanted to answer
those key questions before beginning the detailed planning
process of creating the business plan and contacting nu‐
merous funding institutions. To accomplish that, we sum‐
marized the financial strategy in a brief document which
we then used to communicate both to our client and a
handful of prospective funding sources. After talking with
those institutions, we shared the feedback with our client.

Overview of Lantern Advisors Process
Develop Financial Strategy

Develop Business Plan

Contact Institutions

(1‐2 Weeks)

(1‐4 Weeks)

(2‐6 weeks)

•Determine Strategies
•Create Projections
•Determine Capital Need
•Approach Institutions
•Share Feedback with Client

•Draft Business Plan
•Create Financial Projections
•Identify Capital Need

•Distribute Numerous Plans
•Have Meetings
•Get Feedback
•Get Proposals

Make Decision & Close
(2‐6 weeks)
•Is financing available?
•What are the terms?
•Do we proceed?

Answer the Big Questions First
Results

♦ Open to Best Possible Financing - The intent of the reen‐

As we hoped, this redefined process enabled us to reduce the risk
of coming up short of our client’s expectations (either by not find‐
ing any financing alternatives, or finding alternatives that were
materially different than their expectations). In fact, since imple‐
menting this new approach, we have delivered financing proposals
100% of the time after getting positive feedback during the strategy de‐
velopment phase. Equally important, this process was done quickly
(usually within two weeks) and before starting to draft the business
plan and contacting funding sources.

Other Advantages
While this process provided the peace of mind we hoped for, it also
provided other significant value, which has led us to incorporate it
into all of our financing projects. Some of those advantages and
examples of each are summarized below:

♦ Increased Confidence - Getting early feedback that financial
institutions have a legitimate interest to fund a company’s plans
provides everyone added confidence throughout the engage‐
ment. This is particularly true for companies considering acqui‐
sitions. This summer we used our new approach with a client
that had identified two acquisition targets. One of the institu‐
tions we contacted met directly with the company and provided
two preliminary financing proposals (term sheets) to finance one
or both acquisitions. This happened before completing the busi‐
ness plan, gave management increased confidence to pursue the
acquisition, and demonstrated to the acquisition target that they
had the capital necessary to complete the acquisition.

♦ Shortens Time - Another advantage is that the upfront plan‐
ning can shorten the time of the overall process. This can happen
because companies tend to finish the detailed planning work
faster because they are motivated to get through the business
plan process and entertain other offers while starting to talk with
those institutions that expressed interest during the strategy de‐
velopment phase.

gineered process was to help companies address those key
questions as early as possible. This new approach doesn’t di‐
minish the value of completing the rest of the detailed planning
process. In fact, quite the opposite. The new process enhances
the value of the rest of the process by helping clients develop
plans that attract multiple potential funding sources. The value
of obtaining multiple proposals is tremendous because there
can be a wide range in fees, structures and costs. As an exam‐
ple, on a recent $25 million financing project we received 10
proposals. The cost differential between the highest and lowest
offers was $9.7M (given fees, interest rates, equity participation
etc.), while the difference between the first and second best pro‐
posals was $1.2 million.

♦ Gain Input on Complicated Financings - Most of our
clients want financing solutions that provide added capital
without significantly diluting shareholder equity or taking on
substantially greater risk. That often requires finding and coor‐
dinating financing from more than one source. By working at a
summarized level of detail, we can get valuable feedback to
develop financing structures that appeal to all parties. As an
example, we recently worked on a buyout opportunity, where
the seller was willing to provide part of the financing assuming
it met certain provisions. Through the strategy process we were
able to identify and develop a financing structure that appealed
to financing institutions and management while satisfying the
requirements of the seller.

♦ Identify and Address Unforeseen Challenges ‐ From
time to time, financial institutions may identify challenges or
weaknesses in a company’s financial plan. Because it’s identi‐
fied early, it can be addressed before distributing the plan to a
broader audience. This situation came up during a manage‐
ment buyout transaction, where a financial institution thought
one of the owner’s buyout provision was bad for investors and
the new management. When we explained it to the owner and
management, the owner reevaluated the provision and re‐
moved it. The business plan was completed shortly thereafter
and we ended up receiving numerous proposals from a variety
of institutions.
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Implementing This Process

We Think We Have A Better Way!

For the many reasons outlined in this article, we believe our
reengineered approach has tremendous potential because it
quickly addresses a company’s most important questions first.
From there, companies can make better decisions about their
alternatives and how to allocate their time and resources to
achieve the most value.

A better approach is to prioritize the work (and fees) in a way
that allows the advisor to complete the upfront work necessary
to give clients clear direction and feedback from financial insti‐
tutions in the current market. From there all parties can make
informed decisions about how to proceed. We believe this ap‐
proach is ideal for our firm, Lantern Capital Advisors, because
unlike investments banks and other financial advisors to com‐
panies, we work on an hourly basis (similar to CPAs and law
firms). This enables us to give truly objective advice and serve
our clients needs in a variety of ways. When our hourly based
approach is combined with our reengineered capital raising
process, we are able to deliver valuable input, consistent results

Companies or other financial advisors could use this approach.
But many owners and CFOs do not have the knowledge or con‐
tacts in the financial markets to uncover the type of financing
alternatives they really want or need. Conversely, financial
advisors and investment banks use industry standard engage‐
ment practices which require clients to commitment significant
time and fees prior to starting any work. Not only is this proc‐

and do so at a fraction of the cost of our competition3.

ess inefficient, it can also lead to needlessly high fees1 and con‐
flicts of interests2.

Illustration of Lantern’s Process and Fees Compared To Investment Banks

Lantern Advisors

Investment Bank

$370,000
Quantify the Financial Opportunity(s)
What could the company be worth?

$280,000
Identify Financing Need & Alternatives
How much capital? Likely Terms? Impact on Owners’ value.

$190,000
Approach Financial Institutions
Would they be interested? Any challenges or issues?

$100,000

$10,000
Access
Create
Develop
Financial Business Capital
Markets
Plan
Strategy

Pick
Investor,
Due
Diligence,
Funding
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FOOTNOTES
1.

Investment banks typically charge an initial retainer and/
or a monthly retainer and a “success fee” upon funding.
Retainers charged by established investment banks typi‐
cally range between $25,000 and $50,000. Minimum suc‐
cess fees are often $250,000 to $500,000. In addition to
cash fees, many investment banks seek additional com‐
pensation in form of company equity, options, or war‐
rants.

2.

Common conflicts of interest include: 1) charging much
higher fees to raise equity over debt, 2) accepting finder’s
fees from funding sources, and 3) setting equity compen‐
sation based on the valuation of the investment. These
practices create conflicts because they create an economic
incentive for the advisor to withhold more attractive
strategies in order to maximize their transaction fee.

3.

Fee assumptions are based on an assumed capital raise
of $10 million comprised of bank and specialty debt and
completed over a 120 day period. The investment bank’s
total fee is $350,000, including an initial retainer of
$25,000 and monthly retainer of $10,000. Lantern’s total
fee is $65,000 encompassing $10,000 to develop financial
strategy and $55,000 to secure funding. All other
(optional) work is not quantified.

Chris Risey is the founder and President of Lantern Capital
Advisors, an Atlanta‐based corporate financial consulting
firm specializing in helping successful entrepreneurial
companies plan for and achieve financing for growth, ac‐
quisitions, and buyouts from a variety of institutions, in‐
cluding banks, specialty and mezzanine lenders, venture
capital firms, and underwriters. Since its formation, Lan‐
tern Capital Advisors has helped clients successfully de‐
velop strategies and access capital in order to fund their
company in a way that best suits their unique needs and
growth potential.
Prior to founding Lantern Capital Advisors, Mr. Risey
served as a Managing Director for a niche consulting firm
in Tampa, Florida, that provided corporate financial con‐
sulting and helped companies raise capital. After nine
years, Mr. Risey left to launch Lantern Capital Advisors in
order to provide cost effective services and high client sat‐
isfaction. Chris started his professional career as a CPA in
the audit and advisory services group for Arthur Andersen
in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Active within the business and civic community, Mr. Risey
has served for many years in a variety of leadership roles
within Rotary International, Financial Executives Interna‐
tional, and The Association for Corporate Growth. Mr.
Risey is also a frequent writer and speaker to financial ex‐
ecutives and entrepreneurs throughout the country inter‐
ested to learn more about today’s financing and planning
strategies that have created significant value for a variety
of companies, and the current impact that the financial
markets are having on today’s successful companies, and
the ability to access financing for their business.
Mr. Risey is a magna cum laude, full scholarship graduate
of the University of South Florida, with a degree in Fi‐
nance. He was twice named Academic All‐American
(Men’s Basketball), and is a former Rotary International
Ambassadorial Scholar, where he attended the Australian
Graduate School of Management at the University of New
South Wales in Sydney, Australia on a full scholarship.
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About Lantern Capital Advisors
Lantern Capital Advisors is a corporate financial consulting firm that serves as a strategic corporate financial advisor to growing private companies. Our con-

Helping
Companies Realize
Their Potential

sulting services deliver substantial value for our clients by assisting them with strategy assessment, business planning, and the evaluation and selection of
capital sources and liquidity alternatives.
Our clients are fast growing business that are being

400 Galleria Parkway
Suite 1500
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

held back because of limited capital. By engaging our
services, Lantern Capital Advisors helps companies

Phone: 678-385-5937
Fax: 866-592-1862
E-mail: info@lanternadvisors.com

determine their capital requirements based on the
funding requirements of their own growth plan.
We secure financing for our clients from a broad
range of private and public financial institutions. We
help companies find and negotiate business financing
that minimizes dilution and personal financial liability
to the company owners. We also assist our clients in
buying out company shareholders in order to further

We’re on the web
www.lanternadvisors.com

increase the future value of the business.
As independent corporate financial advisors, Lantern
specializes in finding creative corporate financing solutions that maximizes shareholder value by minimizing
ownership (equity) dilution and personal financial risk.

Many clients have limited prior experience in the capital markets and want to gain the benefit of an experienced advisor to source funding alternatives and give advice that is in their best interest. Lantern
Capital Advisors hourly based, consultative approach uniquely positions us to do just that. Our professionals have been engaged in a broad array of large and small assignments across various industries across the United States. Common client engagements and activities include one or more of the
following:

Evaluate growth and valuation alternatives
Secure capital for growth or liquidity
Coordinate mergers/acquisitions
Coordinate management buyouts
Prepare quality business plans
Replace current lenders or investors
Remove personal debt guarantees
Solicit underwriters for securities offerings
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